The largest mobile stage in the industry that can be towed with a gooseneck and/or King-Pin hitch by a one-ton truck! An additional 5,000 lbs. of cargo can be secured and hauled inside the enclosed trailer.

The APEX 3224 features a 32’ wide x 24’ deep x 17’ tall stage area, with the capability of additional flooring, utilizing our connectable deck extensions. This stage comes standard with a swing-down gooseneck trailer hitch and/or king-pin style hitch, 2000# capacity speaker wing extensions, steel wheels, hydraulic out-riggers, all aluminum floors, all aluminum trailer frame construction, two dual axles, and a gas powered motor. Aluminum wheels, aluminum stairs, aluminum handrails, 70% blow-through back drops, 4’ x 8’ deck extensions, out-rigger pads, a wind deflector, an electric back-up motor, and a banner package can all be purchased for an additional price with this unit.

You decide which side of the stage is “upstage” and which is “downstage” by proper placement of the two taller corner towers. The 6” differential in height allows for drainage away from the front of the stage.

Maximizing size and functionality, while minimizing hauling requirements, sets this mobile stage apart from the competition.

Contact us for a quotation today!

 Specifications:

**Trailer:**
- Trailer Length: 34’
- Trailer Width: 102”
- Trailer Height: 12’ 2”
- Cargo Space: 6’11” x 31’4”
- Cargo Capacity: 5,000#
- Trailer Weight: 14,150#
- Tongue Weight: 1,800#
- Axle Rating: 10,000# x 2

**Stage Deck:**
- Floor Size: 32’ x 23’ 8”
- Floor Height: 46” to 66”
- Ground to Roof: 23’ 1”
- Structure: Marine Plywood / Alum
- Floor Support: 16 - 8,000# jacks

**Stage Roof:**
- Covered Roof: 26’ 3” x 34”
- Deck to Roof Top: 16’ 6”
- Deck to Front-stage I-beam: 17’
- Deck to Center I-beam: 16’ 6”
- Deck to Back-stage I-beam: 16’
- Surface: Fiberglass / Alum

**Beam Loads:**
- Fly Bays: 4@ 2,000# ea.
- Front-stage I-beam: 1,000# evenly dist.
- Center I-beams: 2@ 750# evenly dist.
- Back-stage I-beam: 1000# evenly dist.
- Roof 1 side beams: 4@ 500# evenly dist.
- PTR Cantilever: 1000# evenly dist.
- Total Roof Capacity: 14,500 LBS.

**Other:**
- Install Time: 30 min - 1 hour
- Required Personnel: 2 people
- Site Preparation: None
- Hauling Mode: Gooseneck and/or Kingpin Hitch
- Power Source: 5hp Honda Motor
- Secondary Power: 1.5hp electric 110
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